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Abstract—A fundamental rationality as-
sumption of many models of choices un-
der risk and uncertainty is that the se-
quencing of events should not matter to
a decision maker so long as the conse-
quences arise under the same condi-
tions, ignoring the order of events. Sub-
jective expected utility (SEU) implies
this property without exception; how-
ever, SEU is known not to be descrip-
tive. The boundary between SEU and
potentially more descriptive theories,
such as the rank-dependent ones, has
been shown to lie at a very simple ver-
sion of this property called event com-
mutativity. Two previous tests of it have
yielded mixed results (Brothers, 1990;
Ronen, 1973), but with some evidence
from Brothers that it may be sustained if
choice-based certainty equivalents are
used. The present study tested event
commutativity using a version of the se-
quential choice procedure Brothers em-
ployed in his third experiment. Twenty-
four gambles representing a scenario
of suing versus settling a car-accident
dispute were presented to students,
and certainty equivalents (settlement
amounts) were elicited using a com-
puter-controlled choice procedure.
Twenty-two of 25 subjects supported the
property of event commutativity; the
others violated it in ways similar to those
discovered in the earlier studies.

Assumptions about rational choices
among risky or uncertain alternatives
can be classified into two distinct types;
(a) preference rationality assumptions,
which are assumptions that follow from
the general principle that replacing
something by something better is always
desirable (concepts included in this cat-
egory are transitivity, consequence
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monotonicity, and event monotonicity');
and (b) a universal structural rationality
assumption, which asserts that the deci-
sion maker should be indifferent among
all formally equivalent descriptions of a
gamble (e.g,, between its extensive and
normal forms).^

In sufficiently rich contexts of alter-
natives, preference and universal struc-
tural rationality can be shown to be
equivalent to some version of the subjec-
tive expected utility (SEU) representa-
tion (Fishburn, 1982; Savage, 1954).
Such a representation entails construct-
ing a utility function over consequences
and a (subjective) probability measure
over events such that the expectation of
the utility of an alternative relative to the
constructed measure faithfully reflects
the preference ordering. Note the direc-
tion of this assertion; The preference or-
dering is reflected by SEU; SEU is not
the source of the ordering.

Considerable empirical evidence
(Kahneman & Tversky, 1979; Luce,
1992; Schoemaker, 1982, 1990) makes
clear that, whatever its normative status
may be, the SEU model fails to be de-
scriptive of human decision making. In
particular, event monotonicity was re-
jected early on (EUsberg, 1961), whereas
in the absence of universal structural ra-
tionality, consequence monotonicity ap-
pears to be sustained (Kahneman &
Tversky, 1979; von Winterfeldt, Chung,
Luce, & Cho, 1994). So, one problem
is to decide whether some rather more

1. Precise definitions of these three con-
cepts can be found In, for example. Luce
(1990).

2. Luce (1990) referred to these as ac-
counting equivalences. In the context of
known probabilities (risk), the probability cal-
culation called the reduction of compound
gambles is an example of structural rational-
ity. Indeed, if risky money gambles are
treated as random variables, which is com-
mon in economics, universal structural ratio-
nality is built into the formulation of the prob-
lem.

restrained version of structural rational-
ity obtains and to discover what sorts of
descriptive representations are possible
within that framework. The purpose of
this report is to localize in terms of struc-
tural rationality assumptions the dividing
line between SEU and other more de-
scriptive theories (Luce, 1990),

Let xo^y denote the binary gamble
that yields the pure consequence x when
some event E occurs and y viihen it fails
to occur.' Second-order gambles can be
created by applying the operation OE to
all first-order gambles and pure conse-
quences, and higher order gambles can
be defined recursively," If ~ denotes in-
difference, the three simplest structural
rationality properties are

Idempotence:

Complementarity:

Event commutativity:

It is difficult to imagine descriptive vio-
lations of idempotence and complemen-
tarity. Event commutativity is slightly
more complex; it simply says that for
any gamble in which the consequence x
arises when D and E both occur in two
separate experiments and y arises other-
wise, the order in which the experiments
are conducted is immaterial to the deci-
sion maker. Once one invokes structural
rationality conditions more complex
than event commutativity, then in the

3. Other common notations for this gam-
ble are (x,E;y, IE), where 1 means "not,"
and the slightly abbreviated variant (.t,E;y).

4. Whenever a compound gamble such as
(XOEJ)ODZ appears, the intended interpreta-
tion is that two independent experiments are
conducted, the first governing whether or not
D occurs and the second whether or not E
occurs. If D = E, independent experiments
are still run for each E.
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presence of the other assumptions one is
forced back to SEU and, therefore, to
universal structural rationality (Luce &
Narens, 1985). In particular, this is true
if the fallowing holds;

Right autodistributivity:

Brothers (1990) tested right autodistribu-
tivity and showed it to be violated sys-
tematically, as one would anticipate
from the Luce and Narens (1985) result
and the known descriptive failure of
SEU.

So the dividing line at event commu-
tativity becomes of interest. One type of
model satisfying event commutativity,
but not any of the stronger structural
conditions, is known as rank-dependent
utility (RDU); variants of it were stud-
ied, mostly by economists, during the
1980s (for references, see Luce, 1992; for
a thorough review, see Quiggin, 1993).

Table 1 summarizes the empirical
findings to date vis-a-vis SEU and RDU.
In sum, the major propositions underly-
ing RDU theory, except possibly event
commutativity, appear to be sustained
descriptively. SEU theory appears vio-
lated primarily by failures of right auto-
distributivity (as well as other, more
complex structural rationality condi-
tions) and event monotonicity.

The empirical uncertainty about
event commutativity centers on studies
of Ronen (1973) and Brothers (1990),
both of whom explored its descriptive

validity, ending up with somewhat mixed
findings (see the next section). Because
we had some concern about the methods
used in these earlier studies, we studied
event commutativity once again, using
more stimuli and a choice-based method
for determining indifference.

PREVIOUS TESTS OF
EVENT COMMUTATIVITY

In this section, we discuss in greater
detail the nature of the event commuta-
tivity assumption, possible psychologi-
cal reasons for its failing in practice, pre-
vious empirical research on it, and our
research hypotheses.

The nature of the event commutativ-
ity assumption is best explained by pre-
senting the two gambles in event-tree
form (see Figs, la and Ib). Both gambles
result in the consequence x when events
E and D both occur; the other three com-
binations of events lead to consequence
y (see Fig. lc). The only difference be-
tween the gambles of Figure la and Fig-
ure lb is the order in which the events E
and D occur. Although the bottom lines
are identical, the order may nonetheless
matter psychologically, when a person
exhibits a clear preference for or aver-
sion to moving on to the second stage.
Suppose X is preferred to )• and E is sub-
stantially more probable than D. A sub-
ject who likes to gamble may prefer hav-
ing E first and then D because that is
more likely to lead to "a second chance"
at winning x.

Ronen (1973) tested this assumption
in two experiments. In the first, he pre-
sented 22 subjects with 20 direct choices
between pairs of gambles like those in
Figure 1. The consequence x was a fixed
small dollar amount (SO.40), and y was
always $0. The probabilities of D and E
were varied among the pairs. Subjects
were instructed simply to indicate their
preference within each pair of gambles.
After all choices had been made, the 20
gambles selected by each subject were
played, and the subject was paid off ac-
cording to the chance-determined out-
comes (for a maximum of $8.00), Three
subjects always selected the gamble that
gave them the higher chance of entering
the second stage, and thus the possibility
of winning x. Of the remaining 19 sub-
jects, 16 also more often than not se-
lected the gamble having the higher ini-
tial chance. In a second experiment,
Ronen asked 96 business students to
evaluate hypothetical business ventures
that could either lead to success {x was
described in words, not dollars) or main-
tain the status quo {y was described as a
no-gain, no-loss outcome without stating
a dollar amount). Subjects were again
asked to make direct choices in 24 pairs
of gambles that differed only in the se-
quencing of the events, as in Figure 1. As
found in Experiment 1, the majority of
the subjects (70%) more often selected
the gamble with the higher probability of
getting to the second stage.

Brothers (1990) conducted three ex-
perimental tests of event commutativity

Table 1. Status of preference

Assumption

Preference rationality;
Transitivity
Consequence monotonicity
Event monotonicity

Structural rationality;
Idempotence
Complementarity
Event commutativity
Autodistributivity

and structural rationality assumptions

Subjective
expected

utility

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Rank-
dependent

utility

Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Note. This table is adapted from Luce and von Winterfeldt (1994). Each
whether the property in question

Data

Yes (choice data")
Yes (choice data")
No

Probably
Probably
Inconsistent
No

table entry indicates
is satisfied by the model or appears to be satisfied in the data.

°The intended contrast is with gambles evaluated by some form of judged certainty equivalent.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig, 1, Three versions of the same two-
stage gamble, (a) Gamble a represents a
two-stage gamble with consequences x
and >> generated by events D and E, with
D at the first stage, (b) Gamble b re-
verses the order of D and E. (c) The tab-
ular display presents event combinations
and the respective consequences, j ; or y,
generated by D and E.

that differed in response mode; direct
preference, judged certainty equivalents,
and certainty equivalents derived from
choices using a special procedure de-
scribed below. In his first experiment, 30
subjects compared the two-event com-
mutativity gambles, side by side, and
stated whether they had a preference
and, if so, how strong it was. The hypo-
thetical consequences ranged from
-$1,000 to +$1,000, and the gambles
were varied systematically in conse-
quences and probabilities to cover a
wide range of combinations. Seven of
the 30 subjects seemed to recognize the
equivalence of the pairs and showed lit-
tle or no strength of preference. Eight
subjects exhibited systematic patterns of
preference, mostly selecting the gamble
with the higher chance of getting into the
second stage when it promised a higher
payoff. Fifteen subjects showed incon-
sistent responses that certainly were not
rational and did not seem to follow any
clear pattern.

In the second experiment. Brothers

(1990) used a similar set of stimuli, but
asked subjects in the event commutativ-
ty test to assign certainty equivalents in-
dependently to the two gambles in a pair.
Contrary to his expectation, subjects
showed a tendency to assign a higher
certainty equivalent to gambles having a
lower probability of winning at the first
stage (and, consequently, a higher one of
winning at the second stage). He sug-
gested that judging certainty equivalents
directly may introduce a response-mode
bias, as had been demonstrated in a dif-
ferent context of so-called preference re-
versals (Bostic, Herrnstein, & Luce,
1990).

Because of this concern about re-
sponse-mode biases. Brothers used the
special choice procedure of Bostic et al.
(1990) to elicit certainty equivalents. In
this procedure, subjects go through a se-
quence of choices that eventually homes
in on a narrow indifference range, the
mean of which is taken to be the choice
indifference point. Because the proce-
dure is somewhat elaborate and time-
consuming. Brothers carried it out for
only four examples of event commutativ-
ity. His data supported event commuta-
tivity. Moreover, when these subjects
judged certainty equivalents directly for
the same stimuli, the effect of overvalu-
ing gambles with the smaller first-stage
probabilities appeared once again.

Thus, the jury is still out on event
commutativity. The demonstrated viola-
tions of event commutativity in Ronen's
(1973) and Brothers's (1990) experiments
may have been due to clear preferences
for gambles that present a higher proba-
bility of getting into the second stage or
due to a response-mode bias with judged
certainty equivalents. The apparent lack
of an effect when a choice procedure was
used is intriguing, but because there
were only four tests, we do not consider
that result conclusive.

We decided to use a choice procedure
again to test event commutativity, but on
a richer and larger set of stimuli. Our
main hypothesis was that, when a suit-
able choice procedure is used, event
commutativity is valid. Our main alter-
native hypothesis was that possible vio-
lations would show up as a tendency for
subjects to prefer the gamble giving them
the higher chance of getting into the sec-
ond stage of the gamble. We suspected
that this tendency would be especially

strong when x was both positive and sig-
nificantly larger than y and the probabil-
ity of E was much larger than the prob-
ability of D, We therefore created stimuli
that would magnify this effect, should it
occur.

Embedded in our design was a sec-
ondary issue; Does event commutativity
hold without restriction, or only for gam-
bles yielding just gains (or just losses,
which we did not study)? This issue is of
interest because some evidence has led
to the development of a class of rank-
and sign-dependent utility (RSDU) rep-
resentations in which the status quo
plays a significant role and rank-
dependence holds only for gains and
losses separately but not for the mixed
case (Cho, Luce, & von Winterfeldt,
1994; Kahneman & Tversky, 1979;
Luce, 1991; Luce & Fishburn, 1991;
Tversky & Kahneman, 1992). Although
event commutativity for gambles with
mixed gains and losses is not predicted
by such theories, the size of the discrep-
ancy depends critically on the exact util-
ity and weighting functions over events,*^
so we did not know the magnitude of the
failure we were seeking. For this reason,
this issue was secondary in the experi-
mental design.

METHOD

Subjects

Twenty-five subjects were recruited
through the campus newspaper at the
University of Southern California. All
were paid a flat fee of $7.50 for partici-
pating in the experiment.

Stimuli and Stimulus Presentation

The following scenario was used in
testing the commutativity hypothesis;

Imagine you are in court for a dispute over
a car accident you were involved in. It is not
clear to you which party was at fault, and nei-
ther you nor the other driver admit fault.
However, there are two independent wit-
nesses, A and B. You honestly do not know
for sure whether these witnesses would testify

5. In these theories, the weights are not
additive measures and so are not probabili-
ties.
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Fig, 2, Computer display of the stimulus
for the car-accident dispute. The left side
of the balance represents the gamble
(fight) scenario, and the right side repre-
sents the sure-thing (settle) outcome.
The leftmost gamble is the uncertainty of
witness A, and the gamble following is
the uncertainty of witness B. Probabili-
ties of favorable and unfavorable testi-
monies are indicated at the top and bot-
tom branches, respectively. Dollar
amounts in the boxes indicate the corre-
sponding consequences. Subjects are to
indicate their preference for the gamble
or sure thing by clicking the correspond-
ing "OK" button.

for or against you during the trial. You do
know, however, the probability of a favorable
testimony from A and the probability of a fa-
vorable testimony from B. If witness A testi-
fies in your favor, witness B will be called and
will either testify for or against you. If A tes-
tifies against you, witness B will not be called
upon to testify and the judgment will be made
solely on the basis of witness A's testimony.

If both witness A and B are favorable, you
will receive the amount SX. X is always a pos-
itive amount. If A is favorable, but B unfavor-
able, you wiil receive or, in some instances,
pay the amount Sy. If A is unfavorable, B will
not be called upon to testify, and you will re-
ceive or pay the amount $ Y. During a court
recess, but prior to the appearance of the wit-
nesses, the other party offers to settle the case
out of court. The money you will receive (or
pay) for sure by taking this sure option is %Z.
Disregarding other factors, such as hassle,
from the standpoint of pure gains or losses of
money and the probabilities involved, will
you fight or will you settle?

Al! stimuli—gambles (fight) and sure
consequences (settle)—were presented
on a 13-in. Macintosh computer screen,
as shown in Figure 2. The sure conse-
quence was always on the right side and
the gamble on the left side. The pie seg-
ments that represented the uncertain
events in the gamble were scaled so as to
correspond in size to the numerical prob-
abilities shown in the display, with the
filled segments, which on the computer
screen were blue in the first gamble and
red in the second, proportional to their
respective probabilities. The areas for
dollar amounts were shaded in green. An
icon representing the gamble was pre-
sented on the balance below its "blown
up" version; the sure thing was shown
on the right side of the balance.

The choice procedure we used, called
parameter estimation by sequential test-
ing (PEST), was similar to that first em-
ployed in a preference context by Bostic

et al. (1990) and used later by Brothers
(1990). It involved separate up-down ad-
justment procedures conducted indepen-
dently for each gamble, but with succes-
sive steps on one procedure separated by
presentatiotis of many other gambles. At
the first presentation of a gamble, the
computer selected a sure-thing value ac-
cording to a uniform distributioti over
the interval of integers between the min-
imum and the maximum amounts of the
gamble. Each subject was instructed to
click the "OK" button corresponding to
whether the gamble (fight) or the sure
thing (settle) seemed the better option.
Once that response was entered, the
computer algorithm calculated a second
sure-thing amount by taking a fixed step
in the direction of indifference; the size
of the step was equal to 1/5 of the range
between the minimum and the maximum
consequences of the gamble. For exam-
ple, with the stimulus of Figure 2, the
initial step is $1,680 = ($9,600 -
$i,2OO)/5. If a subject had selected the
sure thing of $5,000, the next sure-thing
amount presented would be $3,320 =
$5,000 - $1,680; alternatively, if the
subject had selected the gamble, the sec-
ond sure-thing amount would be $6,680
= $5,000 + $1,680.

The second presentation of a pairticu-
lar gamble, with the modified sure-thing
amount, was well separated from the
first one by trials involving other gam-
bles (see below). After the subject made
a choice at the second presentation of a
gamble, the procedure calculated the

Table 2. The 12

Gamble pair

I
2
3
4
6
8

5
7
9

10
11
12

gamble pairs used to test event commutativity and their expected values

Gamble a; (.(x,p;y),q;y) Gamble b: {(x,q;y),p;y)

Pure gain
((9600, .90 ;4800), .50 ;4800)
((9600,.75;4800),.33;4800)
((9600, ,90 ;4800), .05;4800)
((9600,.90;1200),.50;1200)
((9600,,75;1200),.33;1200)
((9600,.90;1200),.05;1200)

((9600, ,50 ;4800), .90 ;4800)
((9600,.33;4800),.75;4800)
((9600,.05;4800),.90;4800)
((9600,.50;I200),.90;1200)
((9600,.33 ;1200),,75; 1200)
((9600,.05;!200),,90;1200)

Mixed gEiin and loss
((9600,,90; - 1200),.50; - 1200)
((9600,.90; - 2400),.50; - 2400)
((9600,-75;- 1200),.33;- 1200)
((9600,.75; - 2400),.33; - 2400)
((9600,.90; - 1200),.05; -1200)
((9600,-90;-2400),.05;-2400)

((9600,.50; - 1200),,90; -1200)
((9600,,50; - 2400),,90; - 2400)
((9600,,33; -1200), ,75;- 1200)
((9600,.33;-2400),.75;-240O)
((9600, .05; -1200), .90; - 1200)
((9600, ,05;-2400), .90; - 2400)

Expected value

6960
5988
5016
4980
3279
1578

3660
3000
1473
570

-714
-1860
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new sure-thing amount for the next pre-
sentation of that gamble, and so on.
However, as the sequence involving a
particular gamble unfolded, the step size
varied depending on the pattern of pre-
vious responses. If the subject preferred
either the sure thing or the gamble for the
three immediately preceding opportuni-
ties, the step size was doubled. If the
subject changed the choice between suc-
cessive presentations of that gamble, the
step size was halved. If the calculated
sure thing fell outside the range of con-
sequences of the gamble and a subject
tnade a wrong choice (e.g,, selecting the
sure thing, even though it was worse
than the worst consequence of the gam-
ble), the computer alerted the subject to
the mistake and asked for a revision. The
procedure for a particular gamble ended
when the step size was smaller than 1/50
of the range of its consequences. After
that, that particular gamble was no
longer presented.

To help give the appearance of unre-
lated preset\tations, we incorporated into
the PEST procedure some filler items de-
signed to maintain a constant average re-
currence time between successive pre-
sentations of each test stimulus. Initially,
there was a pool of 24 test stimuli, plus
another pool of 16 filler items. These
filler stimuli, which were similar to the
test stimuli except for having different
probabilities and consequences, were in-
terspersed among the test stimuli in a
random fashion as follows. After each
trial, whether test or filler, the computer
algorithm chose at random with a prob-
ability of ,25 and without replacement
one of the filler stimuli from the remain-
ing pool of filler stimuli; and with prob-
ability .75 the computer went on to the
next regular test stimulus. When the pool
was exhausted, the initial pool was rein-
stated. Thus, the number of remaining
filler items varied between tests, and,
more important, even after most test
items were completed, there were stil!
enough fillers to mask the nature of the
sequencing.

The 24 stimuli and their respective ex-
pected values are shown in Table 2,
These stimuli were constructed by cross-
ing two levels of favorable probabilities.

8000

6000 -

4000 -

2000 -

-2000

• EV

O CE(a)

^ CE(b)

5 6 7

Gamble Pair

1 0 1 1 12

Fig. 3, Comparison of median certainty equivalents (CEs) and expected value (EV)
for each gamble pair (A' = 25). CE(a) and CE(b) are the median CEs of gambles with
lower and higher probabilities of advancing to the second stage, respectively.

p (.9 and -75), and three less favorable
ones, q (.5, .33, and .05), and their re-
spective consequences, x ($9,600) and y
(S4,800, $1,200, -$1,200, and -$2,400).
The probabilities were chosen to cover
most of the range from 0 to 1. The con-
sequences were chosen to cover both
gain and mixed gain-loss scenarios. The
a and b versions of a gamble pair differed
simply in the order with which p and q
were used. The initial order of all 24
stimuli was randomized separately for
each subjects.

Note that if either SEU or RDU is
valid, event commutativity should hold
for all gambles; but if RSDU is valid,
then it needs to hold only for gambles
with y > 0.

Procedure

Subjects were first introduced to the
experiment, the scenario, the display,
and the response mode. Several trial
items were presented, and the experi-
menter supervised the subjects' re-
sponses to these trial items, responded
to questions, and corrected obvious re-
sponse errors. The experimenter in-
structed subjects that they should make
their trial-by-trial judgments indepen-
dently, as if making a unique decision

each time. They were encouraged to
think of the dispute scenario and the
amounts of money as a real situation. To
help with the realism of the stimuli, they
were also shown a physical display, in-

Fig, 4. Plots of certainty equivalents
(CEs) and expected values (EVs) across
items. The two markers for each item
number on the j:-axis are gambles a and
b, respectively. For most subjects, CEs
followed EVs closely, as in the data for
Subject 20 (a). A few subjects, however,
had flat CE curves, as in the data for
Subject 3 (b).
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Table 3. Preference patterns over
subjects for gamble type a (lower
probability of advancing to the
second-stage gamble) over
gamble type b

Gamble
pair

1
2
3
4
6
8

N

Pure gain
13
11
12
8
8

10

Mixed gain and
5
7
9
10
11
12

15
10
15
11
12
13

Percentage

.52

.44

.48

.32

.32

.40

loss
.60
.40
.60
.44
.48
.52

Note. See Table 2 for a list of the
gambles. N denotes the number of
cases out of 25 for which a is chosen
over b.

eluding a pointer as a random device, as
a concrete realization of the schematic
pie graphs previously demonstrated on
the screen. The experimenter showed
them how spinning the pointer could be
used to determine the outcomes of the
scenarios presented in the experiment.
Subjects were mn individually in single
sessions lasting approximately 1 hr.

RESULTS

Figure 3 compares, as a bar chart, the
median certainty equivalent (CE) and ex-
pected value (EV) for each gamble pair.
CE(a) denotes the median CE of gamble
type a, which is defined to be the one
that had a lower probability (.05, .33,
.50) of moving to the second stage, and
so had a higher probability (.90 or .75) of
winning $.*: if the second stage was
reached. CE(b) denotes the median CE
of the other gamble type, denoted b.

Across all subjects, the median CE
for each item follows its corresponding
EV closely, except for gambles with neg-
ative EVs (loss of money in the dispute).
When the EV is negative, subjects ap-
pear to be risk seeicing, a tendency that
has been seen in other studies as well.

More important, the CEs of the two gam-
bles in each pair in the event commuta-
tivity test do not show any noticeable
difference (for statistical tests, see be-
low), except for Gamble Pair 7. In this
pair, the gamble with the higher proba-
bility of getting into the second stage had
a median CE of $3,800, compared with
$1,800 for CE(a).

An analysis of individual subjects
across gambles shows that, as expected,
most subjects exhibited CEs close to the
respective EVs of the gambles. Figure 4a
shows a plot of EVs and the correspond-
ing CEs for a typical subject. The plots
for an additional 19 of the subjects
showed a similar close association be-

tween EVs and CEs across gambles.
However, 5 subjects had markedly flat
CEs; Figure 4b shows 1 such subject.
Apparently, these subjects established a
response criterion, in this case of $5,000,
independently of the gamble. If these 5
subjects are omitted from the aggregate
analysis of Figure 3, the medians align
much more closely with the respective
EVs of the gambles and with the com-
mutativity assumption.

Table 3 shows the percentage of sub-
jects who selected gamble type a over
gamble type b (as inferred from their
CEs) for each of the 12 pairs of gambles.
Pure-gain and mixed gambles are dis-
played separately. The overall percent-

Table 4. Preference proportions over
type a (lower probability of advancing
gamble) over gamble type b

Subject

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Mean (with outhers)
Mean (without outliers)

gamble pairs .for gamble
' to the second-stage

for individual subjects

Pure
gain

.50
1.00
.67
.33
.17
.33
.33
.17
.17
.83
.33
.50
.00
.17
.50
.33
.67
.00
.50
.33
.50
.50
.33
.50
.67

.41*

.41

Type of pair

Mixed

.83

.50

.33

.83

.83

.50

.50

.67
.00
.67
.83
.67
.00
.50
.17
.83
.50
.33
.17
.17
.83
.17
.50
.67
.67

.51
,47

Combined

.67

.75

.50

.58

.50

.42

.42

.42

.08

.75

.58

.58

.00

.33

.33

.58

.58

.17
,33
.25
.67
.33
,42
.58
.67

.46

.44

Note. Subjects with flat certainty equivalent curves (outliers) are
underlined.
*Marginally significant, f = - 1.80, df = 24, p < .08.
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Pig. 5. Plots of certainty equivalents
(CEs) and expected values (EVs) across
items for 3 subjects who showed system-
atic violation of event commutativity.
The two markers for each item number
on the A'-axis are gambles a and b, re-
spectively. Subjects 9 (a), 13 (b), and 18
(c) tended to prefer gamble type b over
gamble type a.

ages range from .32 to .60 (.32 to .52 for
pure-gain gambles; .40 to .60 for mixed
gambles). Chi-square tests show that
none of these percentages differ signifi-
cantly from .5. In addition, 12 paired t
tests on the actual CEs between corre-
sponding gambles across subjects are
nonsignificant. Both tests provide evi-
dence to support the commutativity hy-
pothesis as descriptively correct when
evaluated using choice procedures.
Whether a gamble involves ail gains or a
mix of a gain and a loss does not seem to
matter. The correlations between the
CEs of the paired gambles across sub-
jects are all high (r = .55 to .95) and
significant.

Similarly, most subjects showed little
or no tendency to prefer gamble type a to
gamble type b (see Table 4). However, 3
subjects (9, 13, and 18) had a significant
pattern of violations of commutativity,
tending to choose gamble type b (higher
probability of getting into the second-
stage gamble) over gamble type a. For
these 3 subjects, the percentages for
which gamble type a was selected are
8%, 0%, and 17%, respectively, whereas
for the other subjects they range from
25% to 75%, The CEs of these 3 subjects
are plotted in Figure 5. Subject 13 (Fig.
5b) consistently assigned a much higher

CE to gamble type b than to gamble
type, and Subjects 9 and 18 tended also
to assign higher values to gamble type b
than to gamble type a, but in a less dra-
matic fashion than did Subject 13.

DISCUSSION

This experiment tested a crucial
structural rationality assumption of deci-
sion making under uncertainty; event
commutativity. This assumption is seen
as crucial because it establishes a bound-
ary between SEU and RDU theories. If
it fails to hold, the class of RDU models
is also descriptively wrong. The basic
finding of this experiment is that event
commutativity is largely sustained for
gambles involving both pure gains and
mixed gains and losses. Specifically, 22
of 25 subjects showed no tendency to se-
lect one or the other of the formally equiv-
alent gambles in an event-commutativity
pair.

Only 1 subject showed a marked de-
viation by always assigning higher CEs
to the type b gamble, the one having a
higher chance of getting into the second
stage. Two others showed some devia-
tion, but far less dramatically. The 3 sub-
jects who violated event commutativity
did so by choosing the gamble that gave
them the higher probability of getting
into the second stage, and thus winning
the larger consequence, as was found
earlier by Ronen (1973) and, in a less
pronounced fashion, by Brothers (1990).
Apparently, these subjects preferred to
confront the higher probability first and
the lower one second. Perhaps this pref-
erence reflects a desire to increase the
enjoyment of gambling as opposed to a
purely consequentialist attitude. To
some extent, this tendency may be sup-
pressed in decision contexts outside pure
gambling, such as the lawsuit scenario
used in the present study.

Overall, we feel that event commuta-
tivity was well sustained in this experi-
ment. Thus, a major pillar of RDU the-
ory seems to be descriptively sustained.
From a normative or prescriptive per-
spective, it is encouraging to observe
that subjects appear largely to ignore
event order, even if the stimuli are de-
signed to emphasize the potential for
paying attention to such differences.

The data were inconclusive in decid-
ing between RDU and RSDU,
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